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From Geneva to Paris in a 100 km tunnel? (^-!)  
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Much has happened since our last physics workshop  in June! 
 
 
-- ICHEP and FCC-ee talks 
   -+- various other conferences 
 
-- CERN SPSC review of future projects   
 
-- HF2014 ICFA sponsored  beam dynamics workshop (here + Zimmermann) 
  
-- FCC collaboration progress (see Zimmermann’s presentation) 
   MOU signing and IB chair nomination.  
 
-- FCC design progress (see Ph. Lebrun’s presentation) 
 
-- FCC-ee accelerator progress  (see J. Wenninger’s talk) 
 
-- FCC-ee physics study progress (P. Janot, C. Grojean and all the others!) 
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ICHEP’14: 
“ICFA supports studies of 
energy frontier circular 
colliders and encourages global 
coordination“ 



4 NB (AB):  time scale for FCC-ee similar to CLIC (2030++) 

http://cern.ch/fcc   and  
http://cern.ch/fcc-ee  

first 

2014   F. Gianotti, LHCP2014 
27.10.2014 

ON THE MAP! 

http://cern.ch/fcc
http://cern.ch/fcc-ee
http://cern.ch/fcc-ee
http://cern.ch/fcc-ee
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Conferences, workshops and seminars 
 
FCC-ee 4 parallel session talks and2 posters at ICHEP2014 
 
 
 
 
 

title session speaker 

Higgs Physics at the FCC-ee ,  Higgs Physics Manqi Ruan (CERN/IHEP BEijing) 

Precision Electroweak measurements 
at FCC-ee,  

EW and top 
physics 

Roberto Tenchini (Pisa)  

Search for rare phenomena at FCC-ee BSM Searchs Maurizio Pierini (CERN) 

Heavy neutrino hunting in Higgs- and 
Z decays 

Neutrino Alain Blondel (Geneva) 

Strong coupling constant 
measurements at the FCC-ee  

QCD Future 
colliders  

Poster 

FCC-ee accelerator performance and 
limitations 

Future colliders 
Koratzinos 

Poster 

and some more at various conferences 
 
Please help us by signaling conferences where FCC-ee could contribute 
We have good stories to tell!      
                      Mike Koratzinos 
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PROPOSAL by FCC coordination group 
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CERN Scientific Policy  meeting 15 September  

- Status of HL-LHC project  (Bordry) 
- Status of ILC project (Harrison) 
- Status of CLIC project (Stapnes) 
- Status of CEPC-SppC (Wang)  
- Status of FCC(hh and ee) (Benedikt)  
- Physics of high energy colliders (Mangano)  

my own selection of highlights of the discussion:  
   -- to question whether CEPC could not be slightly upgraded to reach top threshold 
          Y. Wang: «We do not want to make everybody unhappy!»  
 
   -- to question by CERN council chair Zalewska why FCC report talks of e+e- machine  
                 while it was decided to concentrate on the hadron machine for design study  
          R. Heuer: « CERN would be crazy not to study the e+e- option!»    
 
my own comments: 1. Chinese proposal certainly has a strong impact on people’s minds! 
                                     2. Mangano had way too little time to make future sound exciting 
                                         but made point very clear that one cannot promise next discovery! 
                                     3. conclusion of chaiman of SPC: CERN is implementing the strategy....      
 



HF 2014 Highlights 
 
1. CEPC people in full proposal-writing swing 
 
     -- 54 km ring, optimized for 240 GeV ECM  
     -- single ring, head-on collisions, 100 MW SR 
     -- L= 21034 /cm2/s @ ZH, 5 1034@ Z-pole 
     -- emphatically: no top, start date 2028  
     -- run 7 years,  then install proton machine  
     -- exist: optics, detector simulations (from ILD) 
          some MDI  
     -- do not exist or issues: 
          -- injector and booster  
          -- energy calibrations, polarization etc... 
     see talk by W. Chou 



Tunnel Cross Section – SPPC + CEPC Magnets 

Explosion Method 



1 合计
2 加速器
2.1 加速器物理
2.2 高频系统
2.3 低温系统
2.4 磁铁系统
2.5 电源系统
2.6 机械系统
2.7 真空系统
2.8 束测系统
2.9 准直
2.10 控制系统

2.11 辐射防护

2.12 直线加速器
2.13 功率源
2.14 增强器
2.15 超导加速器磁铁（SPPC）R&D
2.16 不可预见费10%
3 探测器
3.1 径迹探测器（TPC）
3.2 顶点探测器（VTX）
3.3 量能器（电磁+强子）
3.4 Muon探测器

3.5 探测器磁铁

3.6 物理模拟与软件组

3.7 计算资源系统

3.8 触发与数据获取系统

3.9 不可预见费10%

4 同步辐射装置
4.1 光束线站
4.2 不可预见费10%

5 土建  

5.1 地下建筑工程(钻爆法、6.5m)

5.2 地面建筑

5.3 独立费用

5.4 其他费用

5.5 不可预见费10%

6 通用设施

6.1 供配电系统

6.2 水冷系统

6.3 通风空调系统

6.4 压缩空气

6.5 独立费用

6.6 其他费用

6.7 不可预见费10%

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 

Accelerators 

Detectors 

Light Sources 

Civil Construction 

Utilities 



Accelerator physics

Superconducting RF

RF power source

Cryogenic system

Magnets

Magnet power supplies

Vacuum system

Instrumentation

Control system

Mechanical system

Radiation shielding

Survey and alignment

Linac and sources

Contingency (10%)

CEPC Relative Cost Estimate 

26% 

19% 

12% 

12% 

10% 

10% 

4% 

2% 

2.4% 



A Window of Opportunity for CEPC-SPPC 

CSNS 

HEPS 
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Other salient aspects of Workshop 

-- (I) NIMA’a talk  
      -- stresses complementarity of Higgs factory (+ precision EW measts)  
          with 100 TeV pp collider  
      -- big points:  ‘phase transition’ ‘naturalness’ and ‘Dark Matter’ 
      -- no  neutrino/flavour in talk (but tons in write-up -- he says)  
   
in detail            
 
-- stresses that triple gauge g_HHH coupling anomaly should normally   
      result in g_Hzz coupling anomaly. (much better measured of course) 
  
-- coupling of Higgs to new singlet would appear as invisible width or gHZZ  
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Polarization and energy calibration 
 
lots of talks, interesting alternatives/complements to Resonant Depolarization (RD) 
-- spin precession of injected horizontally -polarized electrons  
    -- how do we get polarized positrons to inject? 
-- end point of compton scattering (with electrons)  
 
none of these alternatives would convincingly give 10^-6 precision...  
 
-- some caution that RD might exhibit small biases due to interference effects  
             between  main resonance and Q_s side bands.  
 
-- what physics priority is given to longitudinal polarization?  
     
-- interesting ideas  for spin rotators in doubble channel machine open interesting  
possibilities for spin configurations.  
-- possibility to polarize beam using a laser and and spin dependent  e± cross-sections 
 

Other salient aspects of Workshop (II) 



 Experiments at  FCC 

FCC-ee  
Alain Blondel 
John Ellis 
Christophe Grojean 
Patrick Janot 
 

FCC-hh 
Austin Ball 
Fabiola Gianotti 
Michelangelo Mangano 

FCC-he 
Max Klein 
Monica d’Onofrio 
 

FCC-PHYSics-COordination-group 



 
-- to establish the physics capabilities of  the FCC machines (- ee, hh, he)  
            and the complementarity and coverage of the complex.  
 
-- scope the discovery sensitivities to a number of (new) physics  scenarios by  
            -- direct observation of new particles 
            -- precision measurements  of Higgs, Electroweak, Flavour etc  observables 
            -- search for rare or forbidden phenomena   
                
-- understand the experimental environment  
 
-- establish the sensitivity of the physics performance of detectors to basic properties  
    and identify which ones:  
         -- are within reach of existing technologies and R&D 
         -- would most benefit from  a new, dedicated, detector R&D program  
        
-- define suitable layouts and requirements for infrastructure , study staging scenarios 
 
-- identify which issues would require new theoretical calculations or 
additional external or internal experimental input  
 

Aims of the FCC «Physics and Experiments» design study:   



First phase until March 2015: 
 

SCOPING the physics panorama and the  main technical issues  
 

Establish  collaboration and reach out to interested groups 
 
 

Document, and get things started.  
 
  
 
 



Proposed physics topics to be used in the study of 
synergy/complementarity  among experiments at FCC-hh/ee/eh 

Complementarity 

Subject ee hh he 

Higgs Physics 

precision studies 
higher dimension operators  
composite Higgs 
rare and exotic decays 
multiple Higgs production 
extra Higgs bosons 

Interface with Cosmology 
Dark matter 
baryogenesis 
right-handed/(almost) sterile neutrinos 

Electroweak Sym. Breaking 
WW scattering 
supersymmetry 
extra dimensions 
composite models 

Flavour Changing  
rare H,Z,W,top decays 
lepton flavor violation 

Extensions of the SM 
extra vector-like fermions 
SU(2)R models 
leptoquarks 

QCD 
Perturbation theory, structure functions 
Modelling final states 

EW/SM precision issues 
precision measts (mZ,mW,mt,,s(mZ),sin2W.Rb... 
higher-order EW corrections 
W,Z triple and quadruple couplings 
top (anomalous) couplings 
charm/bottom flavor studies 
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Questions for top group: What energy is really needed?   What does Polarization really buys? 



CONCLUSIONS 

-- FCC-ee physics studies are in construction phase 
 for software, event generators, etc..  
-- contacts with linear collider groups positive  
 
-- high luminosity FCC-ee offers real opportunities for  
discovery  

    -- precision measurements 

     -- rare processes (FCNCs, LFV, heavy neutrinos, etc..) 
 
-- Circular Collider complex (ee, hh, eh) is a fantastic  
   story in the making!  


